! 3! the! issue! of! distinguishing! between! real! and! random! interactions! remains! unresolved.! Finally,! the! software! implementation! of! some! of! these! methods! have! either! several! dependencies!that!make!them!technically!demanding!to!install!and!operate! 8, 13 ,!require! extensive!preXprocessing! 11, 13 ,!or!can!not!be!applied!at!higher!resolution! 12 .!!! ! Here,! we! introduce! a! straightforward! binomial! model! that! corrects! the! complex! combination!of!known!and!unknown!biases!in!HiXC!data!(Box!1B).!The!model!calculates! accurately!the!probabilities!that!the!observed!number!of!readXpairs!are!due!to!random! ligations,! and! yields! a! list! of! statistically! significant! interactions! between! pairs! of! genomic! loci.! We! challenged! the! model! using! random! ligation! controls,! demonstrating! that! the! method! gives! high! levels! of! specificity.! GOTHiC,! the! accompanying! BioConductor!package,!is!fast,!accurate!and!easy!to!use.!! ! !
3.!A!binomial!model!for!Hi:C!data!
For! a! given! pair! of! genomic! loci,! GOTHiC! calculates:! (i)! the! probability! of! observing! a! given! number! of! readXpairs! between! two! loci! through! random! ligations;! and! (ii)! the! effect!size,!"strength"!or!"frequency",!of!interaction!measured!as!the!ratio!of!observedX overXexpected! numbers! of! interactions.! GOTHiC! assumes! that! the! observed! sequence! coverage! varies! as! a! function! of! multiple! known! and! unknown! biases,! including! the! density! of! restriction! sites,! cleavage! efficiency,! ligation! efficiency,! amplification! and! sequencing!biases,!and!mappability.!It!assumes!that!the!biases!affect!each!end!of!readX pairs! independently;! thus! the! probability! of! observing! a! randomly! occuring! readXpair! between!two!loci!is!modelled!as!the!product!of!the!relative!coverages!of!the!interacting! loci.! This! is! a! reasonable! assumption! given! our! understanding! of! known! biases 8,10 ;! the! advantage! of! modelling! the! combined! effect! of! biases! is! that! it! incorporates! unknown! sources!and!that!it!is!robust!against!future!variants!of!HiXC!methods.!! ! First,! selfXligations,! dangling! ends,! reXligations! and! incomplete! digestion! products! are! removed! by! filtering! readXpairs! mapping! to! the! same! fragment! and! within! a! specified! distance!of!each!other!on!the!genome!(default=10kb).!Given!the!relative!coverage!of!two! genomic!loci,!j!and!h,!the!probability!of!a!spurious!readXpair!linking!the!two!loci!can!be! calculated!as:! ! 
4.!How!well!does!GOTHiC!perform?! ! 4.1!Assessing!performance!using!a!Hi4C!dataset!and!random!ligation!control!
To!assess!performance,!we!applied!GOTHiC!at!1Mb!resolution!to!two!datasets!generated! from! the! same! mouse! fetal! liver! cell! sample:! (i)! one! produced! using! the! standard! HiXC! protocol!and!(ii)!another!containing!only!randomly!ligated!readXpairs!with!HindIII.!The! latter! was! produced! by! reversing! the! crossXlinks! before! the! ligation! step! and! it! is! analogous! to! an! "input"! control! that! is! commonly! used! for! background! correction! in! ChIPXseq!studies.!As!expected!in!a!random!control,!93X95%!of!readXpairs!occur!between! loci!on!different!chromosomes,!in!contrast!to!20X40%!of!readXpairs!in!HiXC!datasets.!! ! Read!coverage!is!highly!variable!across!the!genome!( Figure!1A Hi-C, as all 3C-type assays, captures both 'regulatory/functional' interactions (such as promoter-enhancer interactions) and 'structural' interactions, which are a consequence of overall higher-order folding of the chromatin fibre. Owing to structural reasons, neighbouring DNA regions are known to interact often, and HiC datasets typically show a near power-law decrease in interaction frequencies with increasing genomic distance. It is still a major challenge in chromatin biology to disentangle functional, structural, and functionally redundant interactions. One approach is to correct interaction frequencies by the expected frequency for a given genomic distance. This distance-correction assumes that functional interactions are stronger than other interactions at a given distance; however, the generality of this assumption is unclear. For example, it is likely that the strong structural interactions at close genomic distances 'saturate' the possible ligation-products in 3C-based assays, which would hinder the detection of regulatory interactions at short distances. Importantly, many enhancer-promoter interactions have been shown to act at relatively short distances 14 . To avoid relying on strong assumptions, GOTHiC does not perform a distance-correction, instead yielding a comprehensive list of biological interactions not explained by experimental noise. However, GOTHiC's statistical framework can be modified such that the expected interaction frequencies are corrected for genomic distance, or alternatively q and R values can be adjusted after the identification of significant interactions as implemented by other methods 15 
4.2!Reproducibility!between!replicates!using!different!restriction!enzymes!

